2000 ford expedition gem module

Discussion in ' Electrical ' started by FordandPolaris , Jan 8, Log in or Sign up. Ford Expedition
Forum. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are agreeing to our use of
cookies. Learn More. Jan 8, at PM 1. Okay so we picked up a Expedition for my mom a couple
weeks ago and it has many odd electrical faults. I am wondering if anyone can point me to a
thread that might tell me what exactly that GEM controls. Google hasn't pointed me to anything
of much help. I am confident that it is the cause of some of our various problems some door
locks do not work, some windows act funny, windshield wipers are psycho on start-up but
today she called my dad complaining the oil light was on and the gauge on L. Obviously not
good, so he had her pull over and restart the truck after checking the oil. Oil is full, and gauge
came back on. I realize it could be oil sending unit etc. Last edited: Jan 8, Jan 8, at PM 2. Jan 8,
at PM 3. Oh that is awesome, thank you very much for posting that up. That should help out a
lot. Jan 8, at PM 4. If you choose to replace the GEM you may also consider making a small test.
Since water has been the main problem with these try placing it in your clothes drier on the
shoe rack if it has one. The low heat setting will work best. Most modern electronics have a wax
like coating on them for protection, all you need to do is remove the moisture from the inside.
After it has "cooked" a few hours give it a shot after it has cooled off. I've used this procedure in
the past with good results, a few times the damage was more than just water and it hasn't
worked fully. If this does work for you, let us know. We have a spray for electronics at work that
supposedly repels moisture. Never had to use it though, so don't know how well it works. I will
give you the brand name should you want the extra protection. Jan 8, at PM 5. We dont have a
shoe rack in our drier, and I cant imagine it tumbling around will produce usable results haha.
However I can probably achieve the same effect by putting it in the oven at low temps. We will
probably replace it with a new one anyways since they are relatively cheap ebay has them for
around 90 bucks which isn't bad but I might try and dry out the old one simply for forum use. I
will update this thread when we get around to doing it. Jan 9, at AM 6. Jan 9, at AM 7. Last
edited: Jan 9, Jan 12, at AM 8. Sorry for the late reply but this is good stuff. We will probably just
go ahead and replace the GEM with a new model. Better to have the peace of mind. Is there
anything I should know about installing a different GEM into the truck or is it just like anything
else, plug it in and it does what it needs to do automatically? Jan 31, at PM 9. With the GEM you
must take it to a dealer to have it re-programmed. I have replaced one and am now going to
"bake" it after I thought I had the leak fixed and it "freaked out" again. It also controls the starter
motor. Mine will occasionally start itself if the key is in the on position and in park or neutral,
even when running. Jan 31, at PM Eastmonsoon, I checked back through the wiring diagram for
my They do not list any GEM circuit that controls engine starting. The only thing that is close is
the "ignition key warning switch". I looked at the diagrams and the connector pin outs for
anything starter related. Your intermittent starting issues are probably caused by something
else. Update: After looking at another problem there is an input connection to the GEM prior to
the Trans Range Selector - which just happens to be a branch circuit of the starter. But doesn't
appear to control the starting. Last edited: Jan 31, You must log in or sign up to reply here.
Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already
have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Six
problems related to ignition module have been reported for the Ford Expedition. The most
recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability
analysis of the Ford Expedition based on all problems reported for the Expedition. Vehicle
sitting in driveway after 2 days of rain. Went to start up vehicle and battery dead. Took battery
out to be tested and tested fine. Vehicle dead again next morning. Charged battery started
vehicle up. Noticed water in floorboards and headliner. When key was removed from ignition,
radio was still on and door would still ding as if key in ignition. Battery dead again several hours
later. After doing research, was extremely frustrated to learn the issue is very well documented
with improperly sealed windshields. Rather than Ford paying to reseal or inform consumers to
fix out of their own pockets, they allowed consumers to experience dreadful electrical
malfunctions with vehicle. Without going to mechanic, I removed both the gem module and fuse
box. Put fax in vehicle to speed up the drying process. Allowed fuse box to sit inside for a week
and ordered a gem module off the internet. Vehicle performs much better. Things that haven't
worked in years auto locks now work. However, radio loses power intermittently which is
frustrating. I own a Ford Expedition. I am have continuing electrical problems. Initially, about 1
month after purchasing my vehicle, whenever it rained my electrical system would go haywire.
The 4x4 lights would blink on and several other warnings lights including a clicking noise. I
would take my key out of the ignition and the blower motor would continue to blow without the
key in. When driving the radio, odometer and clock would go on and off at random times. I was
told the windshield was leaking into the gem module and fuse box and I had to have a new
windshield put in as well as the gem module replaced. I did this and the truck was okay for a few

months. More electrical problems involving the abs light on the dash, the 4x4 light, the battery
light as well as the battery control showing low. The blower continues to turn on when the key
is removed as well as the running board lights remaining on. I have had to disconnect and
replace the battery several times. I am concerned this is a safety issue first and foremost
because of the abs light as well as fire hazard. Ford has refused to address these continual
electrical problems. We recently had a snow storm in our area. After the storm our Expedition
started having problems. The first problem to occur was the front blower motor for the climate
control would turn on high when the ignition was turned to the off position. I started
researching this problem and started finding many similar stories on the internet. The next day
many other problems popped up several dash light were flashing on and off, when this was
happening you could here relays under the dash clicking on and off. When the truck was having
its episode of flashing lights I found that my window controls and windshield wipers also did
not work. I parked the car and turned it off that day and it had one more surprise for me. When
the light switch was turned to the automatic day time running lights and the key was off you
could here relays under the dash opening and closing at a fast rate. I turned the switch to off
and it stopped. I talked to my stepfather who is a mechanic. He told me that he has seen this
before he said it probably was my gem module, he said that this type of vehicle is prone to
these modules malfunctioning. I did more research on line and found that a investigation was
done on this issue by NHTSA the action number was ea it was conducted in From the looks of it
this has been a problem for a long time that has affected many people but still no action has
been taken. This is one of two problems I have had with this otherwise good vehicle which is
making it an unreliable and unsafe vehicle. How can I feel safe letting my family drive around in
this vehicle when it rains or snows which is for the most part all the time in washington? When
raining car electrical system comes on by itself-dash lights, heater fan, door entry sounds. Car
ignition turns over but will not start. I have had the windshield taken out and replaced more than
once, the gem module and fuse box replaced, numerous towing bills and major inconvenience.
To say nothing of the value of my time. The Ford dealer will not continue to correct the problem
nor will he offer a refund for repairs. As the owner of almost twenty personal and business
vehicles, I can't believe Ford will not get this issue resolved for myself and the many other
Expedition owners with similar complaints. I will no longer be a Ford customer and will replace
this and the other Ford vehicles in our fleet with another brand unless Ford does something to
correct the problem quickly. The problems have been reported to Ford dealer and they stated it
was a bad gem module and told us that it was getting wet. They stated to disconnect the battery
when the vehicle is parked. These problems are worse when it rains. They also stated that this
will happen if it is humid. We live in florida, I don't think that we should have to disconnect the
battery everytime we park the vehicle. But if we don't, we have all of this going on when the
vehicle is off and then the battery goes dead. I was driving on the highway and all of these
things started happening at one time, it was raining. I almost lost control of the vehicle trying to
get the wipers to function and get the vehicle off the road until all of this stopped. I bought the
truck used from a local dealer back in November of last year. The problems began almost
immediately. As the problems have gotten worse, I looked this up on the internet and found that
Ford knew about the problem with the gem module, just as they knew about the cruise control
problem and they are doing nothing to fix it. As I stated above, their answer to the problem
which they knew existed, is to disconnect my battery everytime I park the vehicle. Windshield
wipers quit working during rainstorm while away on vacation. Was very hazardous to have
happen while driving down highway during a downpour! Took to dealer still under warranty at
this time , they "tightened up some things", problem went away, until next rain storm! I thought
it would be ok though, because I had purchased a "premium" extended warranty. Took to dealer
a second time, now truck tries to start itself with no key in ignition, wipers again fail while
driving during rainstorm, heater blower motor remains running after exiting vehicle. This drains
the battery if left overnight, and results in an inoperable vehicle. Truck four wheel drive
indicators flash on and off at times while driving. Not a good feeling when traveling 70 mph on
the freeway. After inspection, dealer informs me that water has intruded into the dash
components due to a leaking windshield. They state the extended warranty wont cover it
because they dont cover "water intrusions". Gem module, fusebox need replaced, windshield
resealed to fix problem. Went home and researched the problem. Seems many, many people
have had the same problem. I called Ford and after many phone calls, they declined to do
anything about it. I am very disappointed with Ford. Have always bought their products because
I believed they stood behind their reliability and workmanship. Now I have an inoperable vehicle
in my driveway that frankly, seems to be a major safety risk to put my family of six in. Car
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BCM controls the power windows, power mirrors, air conditioning, immobilizer system, central
locking, etc. When electric devices first began being used in cars and trucks, each device was
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